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Abstract 
This thesis is mainly concerned with algorithmic issues, under the frame-
works of both conventional and parameterized complexity, of the following 
two problems on trees. 
1. The Firefighter problem. The FIREFIGHTER problem is defined as 
follows. Initially, a fire breaks out at a vertex of a graph G. In each sub-
sequent time unit, a firefighter chooses a vertex not yet on fire and protects 
it, and the fire spreads to all unprotected neighbors of the vertices on fire. 
The objective of the firefighter is to save the maximum number of vertices. 
This problem can be used to model the spread of fire, diseases, computer 
viruses and suchlike in a macro-control level, and is NP-hard even for trees 
of maximum degree 3. 
For trees, we present a (1 — 1 /e)-approximation algorithm based on LP 
relaxation and randomized rounding, which improves the previously best ap-
proximation algorithm of ratio 1/2. In terms of the fixed-parameter tractabil-
ity of the problem on trees, we give FPT algorithms for three different pa-
rameters, obtain polynomial kernels for two of them and prove that one of 
them is very unlikely to admit a polynomial kernel. 
2. The Maximum /c-Vertex Cover problem. The MAXIMUM A;-VERTEX 
COVER problem is to find k vertices in a graph to cover the maximum num-
ber of edges, which generalizes the classical VERTEX COVER problem. The 
problem is NP-hard when k is part of input and W[l]-hard when k is chosen 
as a parameter. 
In this thesis, we give a linear algorithm to compute an 0{k) kernel for the 
problem on trees and use the kernel to derive an 0{n + A;^ )-time algorithm, 
which improves the previously best algorithm of running time 0{k'^n). We 
also extend the reduction rules for trees to obtain a linear kernel for the 















rithm) 以及参数复杂性（parameterized c o m p l e x i t y ) �在近似性算法方 
面，我们利用线性规划（linear programming)与随机取整（randomized 
rounding)结合的方法，把已知最好的近似度从1 /2改进到了1 - 1/e, 
其中 e是自然对数的底。在参数复杂性方面，我们研究了参数的三种 
不同取法，得到了不同参数下的参数算法（F P T algorithm)和参数核 
(kernelization)�对于其中一种参数，我们证明了问题在此参数下不太可 
能有多项式大小的参数核（polynomial kernel )� 
2.最大 /c顶点覆盖问题(the Maximum /c-Vertex Cover problem) 
最大 /c顶点覆盖问题是经典的顶点覆盖问题（Vertex Cover )的一个 
变体，它给定一个图G和一个整数 / C ,求G上覆盖边数最多的个顶点。 
它是顶点覆盖问题的推广，因此是NP难问题；如果将/C指定为参数，贝IJ 
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Trees, the class of connected graphs without cycles, are one of the most 
fundamental and widely studied classes of graphs. In spite of their simple 
structure, trees are useful in modeling a large variety of real life problems, 
and thus it often requires us to investigate the computational complexity of 
graph theoretical problems on trees. It turns out that most computationally 
hard problems, such as VERTEX COVER, INDEPENDENT SET, and GRAPH 
COLORING, become polynomial time solvable when the input is restricted to 
trees, and some can be solved even in linear time. Nevertheless, some other 
problems remain difficult on trees: they either remain computationally hard 
or require algorithms of high-order running time. It is thus interesting to 
find ways to solve these problems on trees. 
In this thesis, we investigate two problems that are “difficult,，on trees: 
(i) the FIREFIGHTER problem, and (ii) the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER 
problem. The first problem has been proven to be NP-complete for trees 
by Finbow et al. [FKMR07] and the second one takes O(k'^n) time using the 
best known algorithm given by Leung [Leu]. We will mainly use the theory 
and techniques developed in parameterized complexity to obtain complexity 
and algorithmic results for these two problems on trees. 
In this beginning chapter, we first define the above two problems and 
summarize our main results in Section 1.1, and give the background of the 
theory and tools we will use in Section 1.2. We give an overview of the 
organization of the whole thesis in Section 1.3. 
1 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
1.1 Problems and Main Results 
In this section, we define the FIREFIGHTER problem and the MAXIMUM K-
VERTEX COVER problem, and give an outline of our main results for these 
tow problems on trees. 
1.1.1 Firefighting on Trees 
The firefighter problem is the following one person's game that can be used 
to model the spread of fire, diseases, computer viruses and suchlike in a 
macro-control level. Initially, a fire breaks out at a vertex f of a graph G. In 
each subsequent time unit, a firefighter chooses a vertex not yet on fire and 
protects it, and the fire spreads to all unprotected neighbors of the vertices 
on fire. The objective is to choose a sequence of vertices for the firefighter 
to protect so as to save the maximum number of vertices. We can formulate 
the problem as a decision problem as follows: 
FIREFIGHTER 
Instance A graph G, a vertex r of G, and a positive integer k 
Question Can the firefighter save at least k vertices when a fire 
breaks out at r? 
The firefighter problem is NP-complete even for trees of maximum de-
gree 3 by Fiiibow et al. [FKMR07]. In this thesis we investigate the fixed-
parameter tractability (see Section 1.2 for definitions) of the problem. We 
obtain FPT algorithms and kernels for solving the problem with regard 
to three different parameters, and prove, using the kernel lower bound en-
gine introduced in Section 1.2.3, that one of the parameterized formulations, 
MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION (see Section 2.2.3), is not likely to admit 
polynomial kernels. We also present a (1 - l/e)-approximation algorithm, 
based on LP relaxation and randomized rounding, that improves the pre-
viously best known approximation algorithm of rate 1/2 by Hartnell and 
Li [HLOO:. 
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1.1.2 Maximum /c-Vertex Cover on Trees 
Given a graph G, the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER problem asks for a set of 
k vertices to cover the maximum number of edges, where /c is a fixed integer 
given in the input. It can be formalized as a decision problem as follows. 
MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER 
Instance A graph G and two integers k, t 
Parameter k 
Question Does there exist a set of k vertices of G that covers 
at least t edges? 
The problem was first shown by Cai [Cai08] to be W[l]-hard, and NP-
complete if k is part of input as it is a generalization of the classical VERTEX 
COVER problem. In our investigation, we analyzed a useful pruning rule on 
various different classcs of graphs. For trec^ s, we irianagc to obtain a kernel 
of size 0(k), which improves the running time of the algorithm of Leung 
Leu] from O(n^) to + n). Our pruning techniques on trees can also 
be extended to degree bounded graphs and degeneracy bounded graphs with 
slight modifications. 
1.2 Background 
We follow the framework of Downey and Fellows [DF99] on parameterized 
complexity to study our problems. To provide background on the theory and 
techniques we use, in this section we introduce the relevant concepts and 
terms from parameterized complexity. 
Different from classical (decision) problems that are subsets of E*, a pa-
rameterized problem 11 is a subset of E* x N, whose instances of the form 
(/, k) where / is a string in S* encoding an input object and k is an in-
teger called the parameter. A parameterized problem 11 is fixed-parameter 
tractable (FPT in short) if there exists an algorithm for 11 running in uni-
formly polynomial time (a.k.a. FPT-time in literature), i.e., /(/c)|/|0(i) for 
some computable function f independent of the input size |/|, that decides 
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whether (/，k) is in 11. The class of all fixed-parameter tractable problems is 
denoted by FPT. 
Downey and Fellows [DF99] have also introduced a VK-hierarchy 
W[l] C W [ 2 ] C . . . C W[XP' 
to capture fixed-parameterized intractability, where class W[ l ] contains class 
FPT and can be regard as a parameterized analog of the classical complexity 
class NP. A parameterized problem that is W[t]-hard for any class W[t] in 
the hierarchy is unlikely to be FPT and thus regarded as fixed-parameterized 
intractable. 
1.2.1 Random Separation 
The random separation method of Cai, Chan and Chan [CCC06] is a tool 
for designing FPT algorithms on graphs. It is mainly used to solve fixed-
cardinality optimization problems [Cai08] on graphs, in which the parameter 
is the size of the solution. As we will use this method to design some of our 
FPT algorithms, we briefly describe its main idea here. Refer to [CCC06] for 
more detailed description and more applications. 
The basic idea of random separation is to use a random partition of the 
vertex set V of a. graph G = (V, E) to separate G into connected components 
and then select appropriate components to from a solution. To be precise, 
we color each vertex randomly and independently by either green or red 
with equal probability. For a solution S with k vertices, there is 2-(左+!�(幻I) 
chance that S is entirely in green and its neighbourhood N{S) is entirely in 
red. Call such a random coloring a good coloring. Given a good coloring, we 
can usually find an appropriate collection of green vertices to form a good 
solution S. Therefore, with probability 巧）we can find a required 
solution S which is of size k. 
To derandomize the algorithm we use an (n, ^)-universal set for t = 
k + |A/"(S')|. An (n,t)-universal set is a set of binary vectors of length n 
such that for any subset of size t of the indices, all configurations appear. 
Naor, Schulman and Srinivasan [NSS95] have a deterministic construction 
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for (71，亡)-universal sets of size 亡o(iost) logrz that runs in linear time. The 
derandomization takes the binary vectors in an (n,力)-universal set as col-
orings of the graph, and tests for each of them if the indicated coloring is 
good. A good coloring would be found if it exists, and the running time of 
the algorithm would be uniformly polynomial if 亡=A; + |A/'(S')| is bounded 
by a function of k. 
1.2.2 Kernelization 
The notion of kernelization is lying at the very core of parameterized com-
plexity. Generally speaking, it can be seen as a particular from of "self-
reduction" that uses polynomial time to reduce the instance size without 
affecting the solution of the problem, and effective reduction rules can pro-
duce instances of size bounded by a function of the parameter k, which is 
independent of the original size. Once the instance size is bounded by a 
function of k, we can easily get an FPT algorithm by even exhaustive search. 
Formally, following [DF99], kernelization is defined as follows: 
Definition 1 Let U be a parameterized problem. A kernelization of 11 is 
a function K that is computable in polynomial time and maps an instance 
(/, k) of n onto an instance (/', k') ofU such that 
1. |/'| < g{k) for some computable function g, 
2. k' < k, and 
3. (I, k) en ( / ' , k!) G n 
The reduced instance (/', k') is called a kernel. The function g is called the 
size of the kernel K. 
Effective kernelization can greatly improve the efficiency of subsequent, 
algorithms in practice, and one can refer to [GN07] for more examples illus-
trating its power. Furthermore, kernelization is important from the theoreti-
cal point of view because of its equivalence with fixed-parameter tractability, 
given in the theorem below. 
Theorem 1 ([DF99]) A parameterized problem is FPT if and only if it 
has a kernelization. 
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Annotated Kernelization 
Definition 1 requires the kernel to be an instance of the original problem, 
but this restriction sometimes becomes an obstacle in devising practical ker-
nelizations. For examples, when the problem takes a graph as input and 
asks for a subset of vertices satisfying certain properties, it makes sense for a 
kernelization algorithm to output a subset of the vertices containing at least 
one solution if it exists. This "kernel" reduces the search space and thus is 
very useful to algorithm design, but on the other hand, merely a subset of 
vertices does not fit into the notation of kernel given by Definition 1, as the 
instances of the problem are required to be graphs. It is also unclear how 
a polynomial algorithm of the original problem can make use of this kernel. 
Therefore, some adaption must be done to incorporate the algorithm and the 
kernel. 
To this end, a technique called kernel annotation is widely used in lit-
erature to eliminate this gap. An annotation map is defined to map the 
incomplete kernel to a representation that contains extra information, so as 
to be utilized by polynomial algorithms. Annotation usually inflate the size 
of the representation by a small factor, but this is often ignored, as this is of-
ten not essential to the running time improvement of polynomial algorithms. 
Abu-Khzam and Fernau [AKF06] have given a nice summary of existing con-
ventions and proposed a formal definition for the concept of annotation, and 
one can refer their paper for more details. 
1.2.3 Infeasibility of Polynomial Kernel 
Theorem 1 indicates that every FPT problem has a kernel, but its size can 
be large in terms of k. Since the size of the kernel is important especially 
in applications, two types of kernelization is of special interest, namely poly-
nomial kernels, where the size of the kernel is bounded by some polynomial 
of k, and linear kernels, where the size is linear in k. The former type of 
kernels receives special attention recently, and a recent framework developed 
by Bodlaender et al. [BDFH09] and Fortnow et al. [FS08] enables us to show 
nonexistence of polynomial kernels under the assumption that the polynomial 
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hierarchy [Sto76] does not collapse. 
Definition 2 A composition algorithm for a parameterized problem P C 
S* X N zs an algorithm that receives a sequence ((xi, /c), (x2, /c) , . . . , (xt, k)) 
as input, with {xi, /c) G E* x N for each I < i < t, uses time polynomial in 
Ya^i \xi\ + k, and outputs (y, k') G E* x N with 
1. {y, k') e P {xi, k) e P for some I <i <t, and 
2. k' is polynomial in k 
A parameterized problem is compositional if there is a composition algorithm 
for it. 
We also define the unparameterized version P of a parameterized problem 
P to be the language P = k) G P } , that is, the mapping of 
parameterized problems to unparameterized problems is done by translating 
a parameterized instance (x, k) to the string where 1 is an arbitrary 
fixed letter in I： and # ^ S. 
Theorem 2 ([BDFH09, FS08]) Let P be a compositional parameterized 
problem and its unparameterized version P is NP-complete. Then there is 
no polynomial kernel for P, unless PH = E3, i.e., the polynomial hierarchy 
collapses to its third level. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis is divided into two parts, each discussing one of the problems we 
have introduced in Section 1.1. In Chapter 2 we focus on the FIREFIGHTER 
problem, where we present our FPT algorithms in Section 2.2 with regard 
to three different parameters in Section 2.2.1，2.2.2 and 2.2.3, respectively, 
and then discuss the (1 — 1 /e)-approximation in Section 2.3.1, with a special 
emphasize on the tightness of our analysis in Section 2.3.2. After that, we in-
vestigate in Chapter 3 the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER problem on various 
types of inputs, including the case on trees in Section 3.1，the case on degree 
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bounded graphs in Section 3.2，and the case on degenerated graphs in Sec-
tion 3.3. We conclude the thesis by some remarks and conceptual discussions 
in Chapter 4. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Firefighting on Trees 
The FIREFIGHTER problem is a one-person's game on a graph G defined as 
follows. At time 亡=0, a fire breaks out at a vertex r of G. For each time 
step ^ > 1, a firefighter protects one vertex not yet on fire (the vertex remains 
protected thereafter), and then the fire spreads from burning vertices (i.e., 
vertices on fire) to all unprotected neighbors of these vertices. The process 
ends when the fire can no longer spread, and then all vertices that are not 
burning are considered saved. The objective is to choose a sequence of vertices 
for the firefighter to protect so as to save the maximum number of vertices in 
the graph. The FIREFIGHTER problem was introduced by Hartnell [Har95] in 
1995 and can be used to model the spread of fire, diseases, computer viruses 
and suchlike in a macro-control level. See Figure 2.1 for an illustration of the 
problem. 
(=0 t = 1 ( = 2 t = ：{ 
c ^ i >cp o ^xp 6 f ( Q ^ o 
^kk ^^kk^^kk 八id 
Figure 2.1: The FIREFIGHTER problem. Vertices marked gray are damaged, 
black are protected. Vertices that are either white (unmarked) or black in 
the last step [t = 3) are saved. 
9 
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Previous Work 
The FIREFIGHTER problem is NP-hard even for trees of maximum degree 
3 as shown by Finbow et al. [FKMR07]. On the other hand, Hartnell 
and Li [HLOO] have proved that a simple greedy method for trees is a 0.5-
approximation algorithm, and MacGillivray and Wang [MW03] have solved 
the problem in polynomial time for some special trees. Various aspects of the 
problem have been considered by Develin and Hartke [DH07], Fogarty [Fog], 
Wang and Moeller [WM02], and Cai and Wang [CW07], among others. We 
refer the reader to a recent survey of Finbow and MacGillivray [FM07] for 
more information on the FIREFIGHTER problem. 
Our Results 
In this thesis, we study algorithmic aspects of the FIREFIGHTER problem on 
trees. Our main results are: 
1. Several FPT algorithms and polynomial-size kernels (Section 2.2) with 
regard to several different parameters: the number of saved vertices, 
the number of saved leaves, and the number of protected vertices. 
2. A kernel size lower bound result for the case that the parameter is the 
number of protected vertices. We prove that with this parameter the 
problem does not admit polynomial size kernel unless PH = S3. See 
Section 2.2.3 for details. 
3. A (1 — l/e)-approximation algorithm (Section 2.3.1) based on an LP-
relaxation and randomized rounding, which appears to be best possible 
for any LP-respecting rounding techniques. 
Results in 1 and 3 originally appear in a joint work with Cai and Verbin 
:CVY08:. 
2.1 Definitions and Notation 
We first define some terms. Denote by LI the set of vertices of depth i (Lq 
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the depth of v, and h denote the height of T, i.e., the depth of the deepest 
leaf. We write u ：< i; if u is an ancestor of v, i.e., u is on the path from the 
root r to f , including r and v. We also write u ^ ；^ if n is a descendant of v, 
i.e., u is in T{v). 
Let T be a rooted tree with root r that is the origin of the fire. A vertex 
is protected once it is protected by the firefighter, and saved if it is not burnt 
at the end of the game. A strategy of the firefighter is a sequence Vi,V2,... 
of protected vertices of T such that vertex Vi^ 1 < i < t, is protected at time 
i.i 
A strategy S defines the set U of vertices protected in strategy S. For 
the simplicity of discussion, S is sometimes taken implicitly as the set U. We 
have ensured that the exact meaning of such abuse is clear under context. 
Conversely, a set U of vertices, if does not contain multiple vertices on each 
single level, implies a strategy S = . • • ,v“ where dy. < dy汗! for 1 < 
i <t — I. This makes it possible to implicitly refer to a strategy by a set of 
vertices, which is useful in subsequent discussion. 
The following is the decision version of the problem we consider in this 
chapter. 
FIREFIGHTING ON T R E E S 
Instance A rooted tree T with root r and a positive integer k. 
Question Can the firefighter save at least k vertices when a fire 
breaks out at r? 
Without ambiguity, we abbreviate "the FIREFIGHTER problem on trees" as 
"the FIREFIGHTER problem" in the rest of this chapter. 
We denote the subtree of T rooted at vertex v by T(v), and assign the 
number of vertices in T(v) as the weight w{v) of v. For a strategy 5, the 
value of S�denoted by ||5||, equals the number of vertices saved by S. 
iNote that we assume here that the firefighter protects soma vertex in every time 
interval until he stops; that is, the possibility to skip a time interval and resume some 
time later is ignored, as this is doing no good to the objective in any way. 
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2.2 FPT Algorithms 
The NP-completeness of the FIREFIGHTER problem naturally leads to the 
question of fixed parameter tractability with regard to various parameters. In 
this section, we consider three different parameters and give FPT algorithms 
and polynomial-size kernels with regard to each of them. They are described 
as follows, where k is the parameter: 
1. SAVING k VERTICES： We wish to determine if the firefighter can save 
at least k vertices of the tree. 
2. SAVING k LEAVES： We wish to determine if the firefighter can save at 
least k leaves of the tree. 
3. MAXIMUM VERTEX PROTECTION： We wish to find a strategy for 
the firefighter to protect k vertices to maximize the number of saved 
vertices. 
A summary of the results in this section can be found in Table 2.1. 
The main tool in designing our FPT algorithms is the random separation 
method of Cai, Chan and Chan [CCC06]. As introduced in Section 1.2.1, 
the random separation method has shown great power and adaptability in 
solving our problems, despite of its simplicity. Furthermore, the way we are 
using this method also contributes to its applicability, as in some cases, one 
has to generalize the concept of "separation" in a creative way so as to make 
use of its power. 
Hardness on General Graphs 
Note that we have assumed the input graph to be a tree from the very be-
ginning of this chapter. One might also ask for the situation of the problem 
for general graphs. To answer this, Leizhen Cai has shown that SAVING k 
VERTICES on general graphs is W[l]-hard, which also implies that MAX-
IMUM /c-VERTEX PROTECTION is W[l]-hard for general graphs (personal 
communications). In view of this, it may be interesting to investigate the 
hardness of FIREFIGHTER on other restricted classes of graphs. 
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2.2.1 Saving k Vertices 
To solve SAVING k VERTICES, we first \isc the random sq>amti(m method to 
obtain a �Ti logr i algorithm and then construct an kernel. We will 
also use random separation to solve its parametric dual problem, SAVING 
ALL BUT k VERTICES, in time 2刚n l o g n . 
Let T = {V, E) be the input tree. We use the term solution to denote 
a strategy that fulfills our aim, i.e., a strategy S with value > k. This 
convention also holds in the subsequent sections about FPT algorithms and 
kernels, with the aim adapted to the context.2 
FPT Algorithm 
Recall that the weight w(v) of a vertex v is the number of its descendants in 
T. First we observe that if the root r of T has a child v of weight w{v) > k 
then we can simply protect v to solve the problem. Therefore we can assume 
from now on that the weight of every vertex in { r } is at most /c — 1, which 
implies that the height of T is at most k - 1. Furthermore, the following 
lemma is useful for analysing the efficiency of our FPT algorithm. 
Lemma 1 Let T be a rooted tree where every child of the root has less than 
k descendants. If the fij'efightar has a strategy to save at least k vertices, then 
he has a strategy to save between k and 2k — 1 vertices. 
Proof. Let vi,v2： • • • ,vthe a, strategy that saves at least k vertices, and let 
j be the minimum integer such that X^Li 秘(叫)^ Since w{vj) < k, we see 
that vi,v<2,... , Vj is a strategy that saves between k and 2k — 1 vertices. • 
We call a strategy a [k, 2k — l]-strategy if it saves between k and 2k — 1 
vertices. By Lemma 1，we need only consider [k, 2k - l]-strategies for T. 
Under this assumption, we use the random separation method to obtain a 
randomized FPT algorithm and then use universal sets to derandomize the 
algorithm. First, we color each vertex of T independently and randomly by 
either green and red with equal probability. We call a coloring good if there 
2ln Section 2.3.1’ the term solution means the solution to the linear program, but not 
to the firefighter problem. 
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is a [k, 2k — l]-strategy S' such that all vertices in S' are green, and all proper 
descendants of vertices in S' are red. 
Given a good coloring of T, we can find a solution 5 of T as follows: 
Step 1. Find the set Vg of green vertices whose proper descendants are 
all red. 
Step 2. For each level Li, i > 1, choose from Vg n Li the vertex with 
maximum weight, and put it into S. 
To verify that S is indeed a solution, we observe the following: 
1. For every pair of distinct vertices of 5, no one is a descendent of the 
other, and 
2. For each vertex v' of S', the level that v' belongs to contains at least 
one green vertex whose proper descendants are all red. Since S chooses 
a vertex v with maximum degree, S saves at least as many vertices as 
S'. 
Therefore 5 is a solution of T, and we can find it in 0(n) time, given a good 
coloring of T. 
By Lemma 1, the probability that 5 is a solution is no less than the 
probability of obtaining a good coloring. The latter probability depends on 
the total number of descendants of vertices in a [/c, 2k - l]-strategy, which 
is at most 2k. Therefore a random coloring has probability at least 2—狄 
to be a good coloring, and therefore our algorithm can find a solution with 
probability at least 4—知.We can repeat the algorithm for 4& times to obtain 
a solution of T (if it exists) with a constant probability. 
To derandomize the algorithm, we need a family of colorings such that 
at least one of the colorings will be good if a good one exists at all. For 
this purpose, we use an (n, 2A;)-umversal set (see Section 1.2.1), where each 
vector corresponds to a green-red coloring. We go over this set of colorings 
to obtain a solution if it exists, or returns NO if none of them gives a solu-
tion. Therefore, we have a deterministic FPT algorithm that runs in time 
4V(iog 知)nlogn. 
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Problem Kernel 
Now we present an 0(/c^) kernel of SAVING k VERTICES on trees. 
Theorem 3 SAVING k VERTICES on trees admits a kernel with at most 
3A;2/2 vertices. 
Proof. Let T be a tree of height h with root r. If r has a child v with 
w{v) > k, then we can just protect v to save at least k vertices. Therefore 
we may assume that w{v) < k for every vertex in T, which implies that the 
height of T is at most k — 1. 
The construction of the kernel K is as follows: 
Step 1. If level 1 has at least k vertices then we take k vertices of 
the largest weight; otherwise we take all of them. Let this set be Ki. 
Step 2. For i = 2 to do: if level i has more than 2k-i vertices, then 
we pick 2k - i vertices of the largest weight, breaking ties arbitrarily, 
and let this set be Ki\ otherwise we take all vertices at level i as Ki. 
Step 3. Let K = U^I^I. 
The above construction can be easily performed in 0(n) time (using count 
sort), and K has at most k + & - i) < vertices. 
To prove that K is a kernel,^ we take any solution S = Vi,V2, • ‘ • ,Vt oiT 
that is not contained in K and construct a solution S' such that \S' - K\ < 
S — K\. To begin, first assume without loss of generality that Vi G Li for 
i = 1,... ,t, and let j be the minimal integer such that Vj 0 K. Note that 
Kj cannot include all the vertices on level j, thus \Kj\ = k for j = 1 and 
2k — j otherwise. We observe the following. 
1. If j 二 1，let be a vertex in Ki that is not an ancestor of any u G 
5 \ { f i } . Such V must exist, because there are at most k - I vertices 
in 5'\ { f i } , and each of them is having at most one ancestor in LJ. We 
let S' = tst>2，仍，…5 ^ t- Now S' is a valid strategy, and also saves at 
least as many vertices as S does, because w{v) > 'w{vi). 
2Note that we are abusing the definition of kernel. Here a kernel means a set of vertices 
within which we can find a solution of the problem for sure, and we are not requiring this set 
to be an instance of the original problem. We will discuss this nuance shortly afterwards. 
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2. Otherwise, j > 2. In this case, we consider not only the ancestors of 
Vj+i, Vj+2 … , V t on level j, denoted by set A, but also the descendants 
of Vi,V2 - • • , Vj-i on level j , denoted by set D. If \D\ > k then we are 
done, because now S' = vi,v2,…,Vj-i is already a solution contained 
in K. Otherwise, we have that < 2k — because \A\ < t — j < 
k — j. This means a vertex v being neither in A or in D exists in Kj. 
We let 5 ' = ui, • • • , u^+i, •. • ,Vt. In this way S' saves at least 
as many as S does, and \S' — K\ = \S - K\ - 1. 
Now, given any solution 5, if S is not contained in K) we can apply the 
above argument repeatedly until \S — K\ = 0. This means that if T has a 
solution, K will contain at least one of them, hence the theorem follows. • 
Note that by saying that K is a. kernel we are actually abusing the def-
inition slightly: K is merely a subset of the vertices on T that contains a 
solution, but not an instance of the FIREFIGHTER problem. The induced 
subgraph T[K] is not even a tree, but a forest. It is thus tricky how we can 
fit K into the definition of kernel This can be done by using the annotation 
technique introduced in Section 1.2.2, although the precise kernel size would 
rise a bit to store the annotation data. Putting these difficulties aside, K still 
fits in the virtue of kernelization, as it reduces the size of the search space 
and thus allows for faster FPT algorithm. In view of this, we still call K a 
problem kernel and when speaking of the kernel size, ignore the additional 
amount of space needed for encoding annotation data. 
Given a tree T and a kernel K of T, we adapt the FPT algorithm to 
use the kernel K by coloring only vertices in K. We say a coloring to be 
^Given an instance (T, r, k) of the FIREFIGHTER problem, and the set K computed 
by the kernelization algorithm, the annotation outputs a five tuple {K, r, lev(-), u;(-)), 
where 
1. The set K and r are defined as before 
2. The mapping -<p： K K U {r} maps each vertex v ^ K to its immediate ancestor 
in i^U {r} 
3. Function lev(v) is a positive number indicating the level of v in T, and 
4. w{v) is the weight oi v e K 
The coding length of this kernel is at most 3/e^ logn. 
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good iff there exists a solution S C K of T such that all v e S are colored 
green and all its descendants in K are red. Besides this all remaining steps 
stay the same. In this way, the random separation algorithm speeds up to 
22kj^o{\ogk) time, and by applying the 0{n) time kernelization to find K at 
the beginning, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4 SAVING k VERTICES can be solved in 0(n) + 4'=/EO0OGfc) time 
for trees. 
Saving All But k Vertices 
We now turn to SAVING ALL BUT k VERTICES, the parametric dual of 
SAVING k VERTICES, which asks if we can save at least n — k vertices in T. 
Similar to SAVING k VERTICES, we will use the random separation method. 
We again color each vertex of T randomly and independently by either green 
or red with equal probability. Call a coloring good if T has a solution S' such 
that all vertices in S' are green, and all proper ancestors of vertices in S' 
are red. Note that when a vertex v is protected at time i, on the path from 
the root to v there are z - 1 burnt vertices besides the root. That means S' 
cannot let the fire burning to level k or below, implying that |5'| < k, as 
there are at most k time intervals available for the firefighter. 
Given a good coloring of T, we can find a solution S to T as follows: 
Step 1. Find the set Vg of green vertices whose proper ancestors are all 
red. 
Step 2. For each level z, i > 1, choose from n L^  a vertex of maximum 
weight, and put it into S. 
The reasons for the correctness of the above algorithm is similar to those 
for our algorithm for SAVING k VERTICES, and the probability of obtaining 
a good coloring is also at least 2 - 2 � i f a solution indeed exists. We can 
derandomize the algorithm by using an (n, 2A;)-universal set. 
Theorem 5 SAVING ALL BUT k VERTICES can be solved in 矢/C^ G^OG 的几 log n 
time for trees. 
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It is left open whether there is a polynomial kernel of SAVING ALL BUT k 
VERTICES, though an exponential one is easy to obtain: there are at most k 
levels useful to the firefighter, and each vertex has at most k children, which 
immediately gives an 0{k'^) kernel. 
2.2.2 Saving k Leaves 
In this section, we investigate SAVING k LEAVES, the problem of determining 
if it is possible to save k leaves in a tree. Similar to the last section, we 
will obtain an FPT algorithm and a problem kernel, and also consider its 
parametric dual, SAVING ALL BUT k LEAVES. Despite of its similarity to 
SAVING k VERTICES, adapting the methods in the last section to SAVING k 
LEAVES turns out to be no easy. 
FPT algorithm 
One can directly adapt the FPT algorithm for SAVING ALL BUT k VERTICES 
and obtain an FPT algorithm for SAVING k LEAVES, but the running time 
becomes which is not optimal. To retain a running 
time as SAVING k VERTICES does, we have to combine random separation 
with bipartite matching techniques to tackle with the "snake" structure that 
would prevent the algorithm from succeeding otherwise. Here is how we do 
it. 
First we do some preprocessing on the tree T = {V, E). For each vertex 
V of T, set its weight w{v) to be the number of leaves in the subtree rooted 
at V. If there exists some vertex v with weight w{v) > k then we can simply 
protect it to solve the problem. Also note that each protection saves at least 
one leaf, so there is no need to protect more than k vertices according to our 
goal. Therefore, we can safely restrict our attention to the first k levels of 
the tree and prune the rest. We assume from now on that the height of T is 
at most k, and the weight of every vertex in T is at most A; — 1. 
Call a strategy of T an L次strategy if it saves at least k leaves, and an 
L[k,2k)-st'rategy if it saves at least k but no more than 2k — 1 leaves. Similar 
to SAVING k VERTICES, we have the following lemma allowing us to look at 
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L[A;,2fc)-strategy only, whose proof is the same as that of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2 Let T be a rooted tree where the subtree rooted at every child of 
the root has less than k leaves. If T has an L沙-strategy, then it also admits 
an L[k^2k)-strategy. 
A snake is a section {vi,V2,..., •Uf), ^  > 2, of a root-to-leaf path in T such 
that for each i = 2,3，...，力，Vi is the only children of Vi^i. See Figure 2.2 
for an illustration. It turns out that snakes are the main obstacles to obtain 
a 2 � � n l o g n time algorithm; without them we can use the algorithm for 
SAVING k VERTICES. This is because all vertices on the snake are saving 
the same set of leaves, which makes it difficult to separate the target solution 
from a coloring of the leaves. 
Figure 2.2: Contraction of snakes. In tree T on the left there are two snakes, 
which are contracted to vertices u' and v' in T' on the right. 
To deal with snakes, we first construct from T an auxiliary tree T' by 
contracting each snakes P into a single vertex, i.e., identify all vertices of 
P into a single vertex v[P) and remove loops formed by this process. This 
is illustrated in Figure 2.2. We note that T' is snake-free, and each vertex 
v' of T' corresponds to either a single vertex or a snake in T, which will be 
denoted by S(v'), and furthermore the leaves of T are preserved in V. We 
now apply random separation on T' and use bipartite matching technique to 
find an L[fc，2fc)-strategy if it exists. 
We color each vertex of the auxiliary tree T' by either green or red with 
equal probability. A coloring of V is said to be good if there is an L[fc’2fc)-
strategy S = vi,v2,. • • ,Vt for T such that for every Vi, the corresponding 
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vertex in T' (i.e., v' s.t. Vi G S[v')) is green, and all proper descendants of 
v' are red. 
Given a good coloring, we can find an I/[fc,2fc)-strategy of T by first finding 
all green vertices V沒'in T', then selecting a subset S' of VJ that saves at least k 
leaves in T', and finally mapping S' back to an L[jt’2fc)-strategy of T. The first 
two parts are just the same as we have done for SAVING k VERTICES； while 
for the third part, the problem we need to solve is conceptually equivalent to 
a "scheduling problem": each vertex v' of V^ is a task and its corresponding 
vertices or snake S{v') in T indicates the starting time and ending time of 
the task, and each level of T is a free time slot for doing the job. When 
v' corresponds to a snake in T, protection of any vertex of the snake will 
save the same set of leaves. We can formulate this scheduling problem as the 
maximum-weight matching problem in a weighted bipartite graph. 
More specifically, our algorithm works as follows. 
Step 1. If the root r has a child with w(v) > /c, protect v and halt. 
Otherwise prune T by deleting all vertices of distance more than k 
away from the root. 
Step 2. Construct the auxiliary tree T' from T by constructing all snakes 
of T. 
Step 3. Randomly color the vertices of T' green or red with equal prob-
ability, and find the set Vg of green vertices whose proper descendants 
are all red. 
Step 4. Construct a weighted bipartite graph B = (1/J, L, Eb,wb), where 
1. the set L = {1 ,2 , . . . ,h) with h being the height of T, which 
represents the levels of T, 
2. a pair (v', i) € Eb iff S{v') contains a vertex on level i of T, and 
3. the mapping wb •. Eb —饭 assigns to each edge i) the number 
of leaves we can save by protecting v'. 
Step 5. Find a maximum-weight matching in B. For each edge (v\i) in 
the matching, put the z-th vertex in S(v') into solution S. 
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Clearly, the first three steps can be carried out in 0(n) time. Step 4 takes 
0(kn) time as the height of T is at most k, and Step 5 takes time 
by the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [HK73]. The correctness of the algorithm 
follows from the facts that 
1. the solution S has at most one vertex at each level of T, 
2. no vertex of 5 is a proper descendant of another vertex of S, and 
3. the value of S is at least the value of the L[fc，2fc)-strat;egy S'. 
We now put a lower bound on the probability that a random coloring is 
good. For this purpose, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3 Let S' be an L[k^2k) strategy of T. Then the corresponding ver-
tices Vs> of S' in T' has at most Ak — 2 descendants in T'. 
Proof. Let H' be a subtree of T' rooted at a vertex of Vs'. Then every 
internal vertex x of H' has at most one parent and at least two children. 
Therefore we can map each x with a distinct leaf 1工 using a downward path 
from X to Ix. Therefore the number of vertices in H' is at most twice the 
number of leaves in H', and hence the total number of descendants of Vs' 
is at most the number of descendants of Vs' that are leaves in T'. By the 
assumption that S is an I/[fc’2A;)-strategy of T, the latter number is at most 
2k - I and therefore the lemma follows. • 
If T has an L>A;-strategy, then by Lemma 2, T admits an Z/[)fe，2fc)-strategy 
S'. It follows from Lemma 3 that a random coloring has probability at least 
2一4& to be a good coloring as the corresponding vertices of S' in T' has at 
most 4k descendants in T'. Therefore, with probability at least 2 一 t h e 
algorithm finds an L>fc-strategy for T. We can derandomize this algorithm 
by using an (n, 4A;)-universal set, which yields an ^^g^ time 
algorithm for SAVING k LEAVES. 
Problem kernel 
Unlike the FPT algorithm, the 0(k'^) kernel for SAVING k VERTICES works 
fine for SAVING k LEAVES, with the weight w{v) being redefined to be the 
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number of leaves in the subtree rooted at v. The size of the kernel is again 
bounded by 
As for SAVING k VERTICES, the set K is not a kernel in the strict sense. 
Fortunately, the annotation for SAVING k VERTICES still works. To adapt K 
to the FPT algorithm to improve running time, we first contract the snakes 
and then find in the resulted tree T' the image K' of K, i.e., the set of vertices 
v' such that S{v') H K ^ We then apply random separation to K' only, 
which takes time 2 • � . C o m b i n i n g this with the 0{n) time preprocessing 
that finds K, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 6 SAVING k LEAVES can be solved in 0{n) + 20(知）time. 
Parametric dual 
The parametric dual SAVING ALL BUT k LEAVES, which aims at deciding 
whether a strategy exists that misses at most k of the leaves, is proved to be 
NP-complete even for A: = 0 by King and MacGillivray [KM09]. Therefore 
SAVING ALL BUT k LEAVES has no F P T algorithm unless P = NP. 
2.2.3 Protecting k Vertices 
The last problem we discuss in this section is MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PRO-
TECTION, the problem of protecting k vertices to save the maximum number 
of vertices. Note that for any tree of height k, the firefighter can defcnd at 
most k vertices. Therefore MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION can be also 
regarded as a parameterized version of the firefighter problem on trees when 
we take the height of a tree as the parameter /c. 
We first note that MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION is in FPT, as the 
algorithm for SAVING ALL BUT k VERTICES can be easily adapted here 
to give an 约nlogn time algorithm. We would not go into details of this 
algorithm. On the other hand, however, an 2 � � p o l y ( n ) time algorithm is not 
easy to find. Our results here is an k P � n time randomized algorithm, which 
needs special care to derandomize. We also remark that if an 2 � � p o l y ( n ) 
time exists, the FIREFIGHTER problem can be solved in polynomial time for 
"balanced" trees, i.e., trees of height at most O(logn). 
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As for the kernel, we use the kernel lower bound engine introduced in 
Section 1.2.3 to prove that MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION is unlikely 
to have polynomial kernel. It can be proved that MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX 
PROTECTION is compositional and NP-complete if not parameterized, thus 
does not have a kernel of polynomial size unless P H collapses to E3. 
FPT Algorithm 
Random separation is still applicable for MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTEC-
TION, but some tricks must be employed to reduce the running time, which 
prevents it from being derandomized nicely. The trick is to color with biased 
probability: we color the vertices randomly and independently either green 
or red, but with probability l/Zc for green and probability (k - l)/k for red. 
We call a coloring good if there is an optimal strategy S such that all vertices 
in S are green and all their ancestors are red. Given a good coloring, we 
can find an optimal strategy in 0{n) time using the same procedure that we 
used in the algorithm for SAVING k VERTICES. Since there are k vertices in 
5, and each of them has at most k ancestors, the probability that a random 
coloring is good is at least 
\ k J ~ \e) 
Therefore k � � random colorings allows us to find an optimal strategy with 
a constant probability, which yields a � 7 1 time randomized algorithm. 
Our randomized algorithm for MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION can-
not be derandomized by using normal universal sets while maintaining the 
running time, because of the unequal probabilities in coloring. There are a 
few options: 
• We can use equal probability for green and red, which causes the prob-
ability for getting a good coloring to be deducted to in the worst 
case. Now we can use an (n, /c^)-universal set to derandomize the algo-
rithm. 
• A closer scrutinization yields a finding that we do not have to use 
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that many random bits. We can use� log/cl random bits to simulate 
a {l / /c, (k — l)/ /c} Bernoulli distribution approximately to decide the 
color for each vertex: a vertex is considered to be red iff all the [log k 
bits of it are all 0, and green otherwise.5 We use totally� log AT] n ran-
dom bits for a tree T with n vertices, and use an (ri�log AT],/c�log AT])-
universal set, which gives a deterministic running time of 
2 叩 ogfcl(/c�log/c"|)o(i�gWnlog(4log/i:l) = /cO � niogn 
to solve the problem. 
• Verbin has introduced asymmetric universal sets for this purpose, which 
can be used to yield a deterministic algorithm that runs in time kP�n log n. 
(Personal communication) 
Theorem 7 M A X I M U M /C-VERTEX P R O T E C T I O N can be solved by a deter-
ministic algorithm in k^^^^nlogn time for trees. 
Lower Bound on Kernel Size 
In this section we use the kernel lower bound engine introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.3 to prove that MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION does not admit 
any kernel of polynomial size unless PH collapses. 
To utilize the kernel lower bound engine, we formalize MAXIMUM k-
VERTEX PROTECTION as a decision problem as follows： 
M A X I M U M /C-VERTEX P R O T E C T I O N 
Instance A rooted tree T and two integers k, t 
Parameter k 
Question Does there exist a strategy that protects k vertices 
and saves at least t vertices? 
5Note that in this scheme, the probability for choosing red is in fact 1/2�1°6知1’ slightly 
smaller than l/k when k is not a power of 2. This error would decrease the probabil-
ity for finding a good coloring. However, since 1/2^05 is at least l/2k, the decrease 
can be absorbed in the big-0 and the probability of finding good coloring is still fc-o(fc) 
asymptotically. 
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In case of any confusion, we say an instance (T, k, t) to be a YES instance 
iff the tree T admits a strategy S of size k that saves at least t vertices, and 
a NO instance otherwise. 
Given a list C of instances: 
C={li = (Ti, k, ,1)’ h = ffi, M 2 ) ’ ..., /l = (TL, K h)} 
we show how to construct a composition 11 which outputs an instance (T, k*, t) 
as described in Definition 2. 
Let Ui be the number of vertices in T^ . If L > / c � H uses the FPT 
algorithm we have described for MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION to solve 
each instance / “ and this can be done in time 
L L 
= < /c��|/：| log |/：| = � 
i=l i=l 
which is polynomial in the input size |£|. Therefore, IT works trivially in this 
case, by checking the instances one-by-one using the previous FPT algorithm 
and output a trivial YES instance if any of them are YES instances, otherwise 
a trivial NO instance. 
Therefore we may assume that L < k'^. The composition 11 would con-
struct the instance I = (T, k*, t) as follows. In the construction we let r^  be 
the root of Ti, and ni be the number of vertices in 
1. (Normalize) Let W = maxi<i<Lni, tm = m&xi<i<L U, and Nm = tm + 
maxi<i<L(ni - U). For each 7], i = 1,2,... , L, construct a new tree T; 
as follows: (See Figure 2.3 for illustration) 
(a) Create a new root r-, and attach to it by connecting r^  to r- as 
a child of r[. 
(b) Create a star of weight® W^-tm-ti, and let its root be w[. Connect 
w[ to r[ as its child. 
(c) Add Nm - rii - {tm — U) vertices and connect them to r- as its 
children. 
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2. (Connect) Create a binary tree of height /c�log/c"|, and replace a leaf 
f of the binary tree with the root of a tree T/ created in Step 1. See 
an illustration in Figure 2.4. By replacing f we mean to delete f and 
connect its parent to the root of T/, so that T/ is connected to the 
binary tree with the internal structure unchanged. Since L < there 
must be enough leaves to attach all T!. If there are more leaves than 
available trees, replace the surplus of the leaves with roots of stars of 
weight® W + Nm- Call such leaves "dummy leaves，，. 
3. Let T be the tree constructed in the previous steps. Set k* = /c�log k] + 
/ c+ lan(U = (2 叩。g 朴 1 —/c�log/c"l-2) + (2 叩 。 饥 + H 0 + 力 m+14/. 
Figure 2.3: Normalization step in the construction of the composition. We 
proceed u with a new root r-, and add a sibling of weight W tm - U, 
and also Nm — rii - {tm - k) singleton siblings, to n . 
k\\og,k] 
A入.A--
LA LA LA l\\ dummy leaf 
T{ n n ’ ’ ’ 
Figure 2.4: Global construction of the tree T. We replace the leaves of 
a height-/c[log k] binary tree with the normalized trees T/, and if there are 
some spare leaves in the binary, we replace them with stars of weight W-\-tm-
Our goal is to prove that I = (T, k*,t) is a YES instance iff there exists 
some Ii being a YES instance. As a corner stone, Lemma 4 below shows that 
6 A star of weight lo is a rooted tree with w vertices of height one, where the root vertex 
is on level 0 and all the remaining w vertices are the children of the root. 
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the trees we construct in the normalizing step is essentially equivalent to the 
original ones, except that they now share the same number of vertices and 
the same target number. 
Lemma 4 Let /• = (Z^', k + L，T爪 + W) be an instance of MAXIMUM k-
VERTEX PROTECTION. Then /• is a YES instance iff U is a YES instance. 
Proof. [li /•) If there exists a strategy S of 7] that protects k vertices 
and saves at least U vertices, let S' = {w[} U S and this is a strategy for T/ 
that saves at least tm + W vertices. It is because protecting w[ would save 
at least tm — ti-\-W vertices, and by adding the ti vertices S saves in T^， S' 
achieves the aim of saving tm + W vertices. 
( / : =>• Li) We note that any strategy of T: that saves at least W vertices 
has to protect w\ on the first level, implying that all other vertices on the 
first level will not be protected, including the singleton children of the root 
and the root r^  of T]. So, what is left for the firefighter is just to protect 
as many vertices as he can in T]. If he can protect tm-\-W vertices on T: in 
the end, he must have protected at least U vertices in T], and this part of his 
strategy is the answer for T]. • 
Lemma 5 Algorithm li is a composition for MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX P R O -
TECTION. 
Proof. Suppose that J\ = (Ti, k, ti) is a YES instance. Let ri be the root of 
Ti and Si be the strategy of that saves at least k vertices. We can save t 
vertices in T as follows: protect the siblings of the non-root vertices on the 
path from the root to the root r- of T/, and then the star and finally the 
k vertices of 
Conversely, if a strategy S* exists that saves at least t vertices in T, 
we show that there exists at least one i such that li is a YES instance. 
To begin, one can easily convince himself that every possible strategy not 
skipping any levels is doing essentially the same in the first k [log k] levels of 
T, in the sense that the number of vertices they can save in this part must 
be 2对logfcl+i _ /c[logk] - 2, and what is burnt is a path from the root to a 
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the vertex f on the k\\og /c"l-th level, except that different strategies choose 
different f . There is no reason to guide the fire to a dummy vertex, as only 
one vertex can be saved in that case. Let Tj be the tree attached to the f 
chosen by S* in the construction. Now, the firefighter has to save at least 
tm + W vertices in the list, and it has /c + 1 moves to go, which is to solve 
exactly the instance / j = (Tj, /c + 1，力爪 + W). As stated in Lemma 4, there 
is a solution for / j iff there is one for Ij, Thus Ij is the YES instance we are 
looking for. • 
Combining the above lemma with the NP-hardness of the unparame-
terized FIREFIGHTER problem, and by using the kernel lower bound engine 
in Section 1.2.3, we have the following theorem stating a conditional lower 
bound on the kernel size of MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION. 
Theorem 8 MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION does not admit any poly-
nomial kernel unless PH = S3. 
2.3 Approximation 
2.3.1 A (1 — 1 /e)-Approximation Algorithm 
In this section we present a (1 - 1 /e)-approximation algorithm for the prob-
lem, which improves the 1 /2-approximation of Hartnell and Li [HLOO] (note 
(1 — 1/e) a 0.6321). The algorithm, proposed by B. Alspach (see [FM07]), 
uses randomized rounding of an LP relaxation of a 0-1 integer program for-
mulated by MacGillivray and Wang [MW03]. It is asked in [FM071 to inves-
tigate the performance of this algorithm, and in this section we determine 
the approximation ratio of the algorithm. 
It is easy to see that an optimal strategy for a tree protects one of the 
neighbours of burnt vertices at each time interval, and has no need to pro-
tect descendants of a protected vertex. This observation translates into the 
following 0-1 integer program of MacGillivray and Wang [MW03] for a tree 
T = {V, E), where for vertex v, Xy is a boolean decision variable such that 
Xi； = 1 iff f is protected, and w{v), the weight of v, equals the number of 
vertices in the subtree T{v) rooted at v. 
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maximize ^ w{v)xy 
vev 
subject to av = 0 
a:^； < 1 for every level L^ with i > I (21) 
vGLi 
Xy < I for every leaf u of T, and 
v<u 
Xy G {0 ,1 } for every vertex u of T 
By relaxing the constraint Xy G {0 ,1 } in the above integer program to 
0 < Xy < 1, we obtain a linear program, whose solution can be interpreted 
as a "fractional" firefighter strategy"^. We denote by ||5"|| the value of the 
objective function of IP (2.1) at solution 5, and let OPTip be the optimal 
solution. 
Alspach's rounding method uses the fact that in OPTlp, the values of Xy 
in each level of the tree sum up to at most 1，and thus they can be treated 
as a probability distribution. The rounding scheme is to pick up the vertex 
to protect at each level according to this distribution. It might be the case 
that the fractional values in the solution in a level sum up to less than 1. 
In this case, with the remaining probability we choose to protect no vertex 
at the level (this makes no difference in the analysis). Also, it might be the 
case that the rounding method chooses to protect both a vertex v and its 
ancestor u. In this case, we choose to protect u rather than v, and do not 
protect any vertex in v's level. We call this situation an annihilation. 
We note that the loss in the rounding scheme stems exactly from anni-
hilations. If annihilations never occur, the expected value of the rounded 
7In a fractional firefighter strategy, a firefighter is allowed slice his time to partially 
protect multiple vertices in each time interval, with the sum of the protected fractions 
being no greater than 1. If a vertex is partially protected, only a fraction of the fire can 
get pass and thus the damage to its descendants is reduced. The fraction of a vertex being 
saved by the end of the game is the sum of the firefighter fractions on its ancestors. For 
example, if a vertex v is protected by half of a firefighter, all its descendants are half-
saved. If, furthermore, another vertex u v is protected by 0.3 of a firefighter, then all 
descendants of u are 0.8-saved. 
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strategy is at least \\OPTLP\\ and thus the approximation ratio would be 1. 
However, if annihilations occur, consider a vertex v which is fully saved by the 
fractional strategy and consider the path from the root r to t； of length dy. In 
the worst case, the fractional strategy assigns a 1/(^-fraction of a firefighter 
to each vertex in this path except the root. In this case, the probability that 
V is saved by the rounded strategy is equal to 
1 _ (1 - 1/(4严 > 1 - 1/e . 
To turn this intuition into a full analysis, we just need to show that the above 
case is indeed the worst case, and that a similar behavior occurs when v is 
not fully saved by the fractional strategy. We do this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 6 Given any fractional solution S of LP (2.1)，let R be the integer 
strategy produced by applying the randomized rounding method to S. Then, 
( 1\ 
E[\\R\\] > 1 - - • 5 . 
V ej 
Proof. Let Xy be the fractional value of S at vertex v, and let y” = Xy, 
which can be interpreted as the fraction of v being saved. It is easy to see 
that ||5|| equals to the sum of the saved fractions on all the vertices, i.e., 
I 列 = '^Xyw{v) = Y2YV 
vev vev 
Fix a vertex n, and denote hy r = v0,vi,v2,... ,Vk = v the path from the 
root to V. By the definition of the rounding procedure, we see that 
k 
Pr [v saved] = 1 — JJ(1 — Xy.). 
i=l 
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We have the following bound 
Pr saved] = 1 - 一 x .J > 1 — J ^ S k i l z ^ j 
= 1 - 閉 、 - ( 1 普 1 一 H ) - ’ 
where the first inequality follows from the inequality of the means, and the 
second and third inequalities follow from standard analysis, using the fact 
that 0 < yv < 1. Note that the sum of all y^ is just the value of S. Therefore, 
E[||i?||] = ^ P r [7； saved] > ^ ( l - Vv = ( l - • H^ H , 
vev vGV \ e) 乂 e乂 
where the first equality follows from linearity of expectation. This establishes 
the lemma. • 
The above lemma implies that the expected approximation ratio of our 
algorithm is (1 - 1/e). We can easily derandomize our algorithm by us-
ing the method of conditional expectations [ES74], achieving a deterministic 
(1 — 1 /e)-approximation algorithm. To see this, first observe that given a 
fractional solution S = {x^} to the LP, we can calculate the expected value of 
its rounded solution to any desired precision by using the following formula: 
E [||S1|] = [i； is saved] = ^ M - J | ( l - . (2.2) 
veV v£V \ u:<v ) 
The derandomized algorithm first calculates E = E [||5||] according to (2.2). 
It then goes over each of the vertices Vi on the first level, and calculate the 
value Ei = E [||5|| | protecting Vi\. This is done by summing the weight of 
Vi and the expected value of S on the remaining tree after deleting T{vi) 
and the whole first level, i.e., after Vi is protected and the first level is burnt. 
According to the linearity of expectation, E is a weighted average of all E^'s, 
so there must exist some i such that Ei > E. The algorithm chooses such an 
i and protects Vi, and repeat a similar process for the rest of the levels. 
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Theorem 9 A deterministic polynomial-time (1 — 1 /e)-approximation al-
gorithm exists for the firefighter problem on trees. 
2.3.2 LP-Repsecting Rounding cannot Do Better 
We note that the best known integrality gap for the LP, proved by Hartke [Har06], 
is Therefore, as the rounding method is relatively straight-forward, it is 
tempting to believe that it might be improvable. This is indeed a com-
pelling option, but here we introduce a rich class of rounding techniques, 
called LP-respecting rounding techniques, and prove that none of them yields 
an approximation ratio better than 1 — 1/e. This means that one would 
have to try an LP-disrespecting technique to have a chance to get a better 
approximation algorithm. 
A common feature of many rounding techniques in the literature is that 
they are LP-respecting. A rounding technique for the firefighter problem 
is called LP-respecting if it only chooses to protect vertices v with Xy > 
0，and the produced integer strategy is compatible with the constraints in 
the original LP. In the sequel we show that any LP-respecting rounding 
technique, when used together with MacGillivray and Wang's LP [MW03], 
does not achieve an approximation ratio better than 1 — 1/e. 
Theorem 10 For any e > 0, there exists a tree T and an optimal fractional 
solution S for our LP on T, such that any integral solution S to the LP 
satisfying S C {v : Xy > 0}, where Xy is the fractional value of v in S, saves 
no more than (1 - 1/e + e) • \\OPTLP(T)\\ vertices. 
In the rest of this section we prove the above theorem. It is somewhat 
technical, and therefore, we show in Figure 2.5 a simple tree T寧 that achieves 
3/4 + £ instead of the 1 - 1/e + £• term in Theorem 10, which gives the main 
ideas of the proof. 
Proof, (of Theorem 10) Fixing an e > 0，we construct a tree T and an 
optimal fractional solution S for the LP on T, and then prove the following 
three facts, which imply the theorem: 
1. S is an optimal solution to the LP. 
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Figure 2.5: The tree T3/4, a bad case for LP-respecting rounding algorithms. 
Here W is a huge star of weight at least 2/e. The fractional solution S 
is given by placing 1/2 of a firefighter on every black-colored vertex in the 
figure. The number of vertices that S saves is 6 + 4W, which is indeed the 
value of the LP. Note also that the optimal integral solution of the LP saves 
6 + 4:W vertices as well. On the other hand, any integral solution to the LP 
choosing only black-colored vertices, can protect at most 6 + 3W vertices. 
Therefore, the ratio between any LP-respecting solutions and the optimal 
integral solution is at most < 3/4 + e. 
2. There exists an integral solution that saves at least 1 — £ of the vertices 
of T. 
3. Any integral solution to the LP which respects S saves no more than 
1 — l / e + eo f the vertices of T. 
We begin with choosing /c to be a number large enough such that 
/ 
l-T > 1/e - e/2 . (2.3) 
\ 
The instance T will consist of a complete k-ary tree of height + + 
. . . + 1 + 1 with stars attached to some of its leaves. 
The construction is as follows: 
1. We begin with a tree ！“⑶，which is a complete /c-ary tree of height 
/c +1, having k^ leaves on the last level. Figure 2.6 gives T(o) for /c = 3. 
Denote by Fi the vertices in the i-th level of T. The root is in FQ and 
the leaves are in Fk. We group the non-root vertices in r � into tuples, 
which will be useful for defining S. A tuple in T(o) is a set of k vertices 
sharing the same parent. In Figure 2.6 tuples are marked by dashed 
rectangles. 
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Figure 2.6: Tree we begin with when k = 3. Vertices are grouped into 
tuples. 
2. Now, for each 1 < i < /c - 1, we subdivide each edge that connects 
between level Fi and F^+i by k^ — 1 vertices. For example, when k = 3, 
each edge between F2 and F3 is subdivided by eight internal vertices. 
We denote this tree by 了⑴ has height + 1，where h = fc^i + 
/c^-2 + .. • + 1. Figure 2.7 gives T(o) for k = 3. Denote the levels of this 
new tree by L � ’ Za’ …，L^. For i > 1，let hi = k卜 1 + /c卜2 + … + i 
The set Fi corresponds to Lt“. Let F: = Ujlhi_i+i Lj. F[ is the set 
of vertices that we added between Fi一 1 and including those of Fi. 
We also shift the tuples such that each tuple lies on a different level 
and each level except LQ contains exactly one tuple, which is shown in 
Figure 2.7. Let F = Fk = Lu be the set of leaves of T � 
3. We now make T � fully symmetric by adding vertices to make it a 
complete k-aiy tree of height h + 1. Thus, we keep adding vertices 
until every inner vertices has degree k, and until all leaves are in the 
same level as Lh. Denote the tree we have now by ！“⑵.Note that 
T � is a complete /c-ary tree of height h + 1 , and we could have defined 
it this way to begin with. However, by performing the construction 
above, we have defined the tuples and the sets Fi and F-, which will 
be useful for defining S. Finally, to get T from 了⑶，we add a star that 
consists of W = 2|T(2)|/e vertices to each of the leaves in F. Here, 
T(2) I denotes the number of vertices in T � . D e n o t e the level that we 
added by Lgtars-
Let us now define the fractional solution S. S places a fraction of l//c 
firefighters on each vertex that is part of a tuple. Call each such vertex 
marked. This solution is a valid solution since there is exactly one tuple in 
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iliil 
Figure 2.7: The tree T � constructed for k = 3. 
each level. Note that we do not protect any vertex in Lgtars, but all of them 
are saved since there are exactly k marked vertices in any path between T^ stars 
and the root. To see that S is an optimal solution of the LP, observe the 
following two facts: Firstly, it saves all of Lstars. Secondly, it is as good as 
any other reasonable solution on the rest of the levels of the tree, since T � 
is completely symmetric. Therefore, S is an optimal solution of the LP. 
Let us now prove that there is some integral solution that saves a 1 — e 
fraction of the vertices. It is enough to prove that there is an integral solution 
that saves all of the vertices of Lgtars, since the vertices of I/stars themselves 
constitute much more than an 1 - e fraction of the vertices of the tree. To see 
that there is such a solution, observe that by protecting one vertex in Li we 
can save a l//c-fraction of the vertices of Lstars- Furthermore, by protecting 
one vertex in each of the levels L2,1/3,..., Lk+i (i.e. k vertices in F!^�we can 
save another l//c-fraction of the vertices of Lstars, and so on. Overall, we can 
save 1/A:-fraction of the vertices of Lstars by protecting k^  vertices in F/+i. In 
the end, we save all of Lstars-
To finish the proof of Theorem 10, we need to show that no integral 
solution to the LP that respects S can save more than a (1 — l / e + e) fraction 
of the vertices of T. Since the number of vertices in Lstars is more than a 
1 - e/2 fraction of all vertices, it is enough to prove that no such solution 
saves more than a (1 - l / e + e / 2 ) fraction of Lstars. To see this, note that such 
a solution can only choose at most one vertex from each tuple. No more than 
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one vertex can be chosen, since the LP does not allow protecting more than 
one vertex at each level. The vertex that we can protect in = Li saves a 
1/k fraction of Lstars. In F2, one tuple is already saved, so we cannot protect 
it. We are left with k - 1 tuples. Protecting one vertex from each of them 
saves a ^ fraction of Lgtars- Using a similar argument, in F3 we protect one 
vertex from each of (k — tuples, and this saves a (二) fraction of Lstars, 
and so on. In total, the fraction of Lgtars that we save is 
U f^ k J � k ) .. [ k) • 
By our choice of k in (2.3), this fraction is at most 1 — 1/e + e/2, and hence 
the theorem is established. • 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Maximum /c-Vertex Cover on 
Trees 
We begin our investigation of the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER problem, 
formulated as a decision problem below, which is a generalization of VERTEX 
COVER and thus NP-complete: 
MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER (k-MVC) 
Instance A graph G and integer t, k 
Question Does there exists k vertices in G that covers at least 
t edges? 
This problem belongs to the class of fixed cardinality optimization prob-
lems; see Cai [Cai08], among some others [CCC06, AFS08, Mar06]. For 
this problem, its approximability is also well explored in literature [BB98, 
Mes05, HS02, GKS04, BY99]; see [FLOl] for a survey of the approximation 
algorithms for this problem. 
Prom the parameterized complexity point of view, this problem is W[1'-
hard on general graphs when parameterized by the size of solution k [Cai08, 
GNW05], but becomes FPT when parameterized by t [KMR07]. In the 
former case, the problem is very unlikely to possess problem kernels. It 
is thus interesting to see to upon what class of input would the problem, 
parameterized by k, have a kernel of size as small as possible. 
38 
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A straight forward intuition to prune the input of MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX 
COVER is as follows: vertices of high degree are more likely to be selected 
than those of low degree in a maximum vertex cover of fixed size. To see this, 
consider the extreme case when /c = 1，in which the solution has no choice 
but to choose the vertex of maximum degree. Generalizing this idea, we 
can probably discard many low degree vertices as they can never be selected 
in the solution. In view of this, we try to derive effective pruning rules for 
MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER under various families of inputs by selecting 
high degree vertices. This technique turns out to be successful in many cases. 
More specifically, our investigation goes as follows. We first consider k-
MVC on trees. As shown in [Leu], the problem can be solved by a standard 
dynamic programming algorithm in O(k'^n) time. By using a pruning rule 
derived from above intuition, we inanagod to find a linear kernel computable 
in linear time, which combines with the algorithm above to solve the problem 
in + n) time. After this, we apply the same technique to k-MVC 
on degree bounded graphs and find a linear kernel for the problem, which 
is previously unknown. We also experiment our technique on k-MVC on 
degenerated graphs and MAXIMUM A:-DOMINATING SET (/e-MDS) on trees in 
Section 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. In these problems, we succeeded in reducing 
the input instance size, but what we have found do not guarantee a size 
bounded by a function of k. 
3.1 Maximum k Vertex Cover on Trees 
In this section we present our 0{n) time kernelization algorithm for k-MVC 
on trees. Given a tree T and a integer k, the kernelization algorithm can 
prune the number of vertices for the problem solver to consider to a linear 
function of k, greatly cutting the search space and saving time. We also show 
how to adapt this kernel to an 0(/c^n) solver for k-MVC on trees given by 
Leung [Leu] and improves its running time to + n) at the end of this 
section. 
Our kernelization begins with the following Lemma Lemma, which says 
that one can take "roughly" the 2k vertices of highest degrees to contain a 
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solution. 
Lemma 7 Given a tree T, let Vi, • • • , Vn be an ordering of T，s vertices 
such that the vertex degree is monotonically decreasing. Let S = deg{v2k) and 
define the set R as follows: 
R = {v : deg{v) > 
Then there exists a maximum k-vertex cover of T being a subset of R. 
Proof. Let S be an optimal solution. We show that whenever 5 — i? ^ 0, 
we can replace a vertex Vg oi S - Rhy some Vr E R — S to get a. solution S' 
that covers more edges than S does, which implies that R always contains 
an optimal solution and therefore the lemma holds. 
Let m = 51 and consider the cut [5, R — S] of the induced subgraph 
T[RL}S]. Since T[i?U5] is a forest with m vertices, there are at most m — 1 
edges. By the fact that m > 2/c, we see that 
m - 1 , 1 k - I 一 k - 1 1 
——r = 1 + L — — r ^ 1 + L ^ — = 1 
m — k m — k k 
It follows from the pigeon hole principle that R — S contains a vertex Vr 
that is incident to at most [^^J < 1 edges, as 5| = m — k. Now let Vs be 
an arbitrary vertex m. S-R and S' = S-Vg+Vr- Since deg(tv) > deg^s) +1 
(by the definition of R), the new set S' is covering more edges than S does. 
This establishes the lemma. • 
We remark that the value 2k here cannot be set any smaller otherwise 
the argument by pigeon hole principle does not work. This lemma is simple 
and effective, yet the number of vertices in R can still be large in some 
cases, for example when T is a binary tree, R would contain all the inner 
nodes except for the root. Note however, that it is the number of vertices of 
degree exactly S that can grow large. We let R* = {v e i?|deg…）> and 
R-^ = {v e i?|deg(f) = Now, we further reduce useless vertices in R by 
a careful selection of the vertices in 
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Let K be the problem kernel, constructed subsequently. We first put all 
the vertices of R* in K, which is no more than 2k vertices. Then we observe 
the following: 
Lemma 8 Let Q be the set of vertices in that is not adjacent to any 
vertex in R*. If\Q\ > 2k, then take a arbitrary subset Q' of Q of 2k vertices 
and let K = Q' U R*. In this way, K is a problem kernel of size at most 4k. 
Proof. Any solution S would need at most k nodes of degree d, which, in 
the best case, is an independent set, such that no edge is counted twice. On 
the other hand, any forest of 2k vertices must contain an independent set of 
size at least k. This means a subset of Q of size 2k is enough for the problem 
kernel. • 
The above lemma gives a kernel of size 4/c in the case when |Q| > 2k. If 
Q\ < 2k, then the kernel have to include vertices in that are adjacent to 
R*. We call these vertices frontier vertices. After Lemma 8 there are at most 
2k non-frontier vertices, hence leaving the possibility of further pruning to 
the frontier vertices. 
To prune the frontier vertices, we contract the connected components of 
T[R'^] into vertices. We contract every edge with both ends in R^ and let 
f be the graph resulted from T after contraction. Note that f remains as 
a tree, and every connected component of T[i?+] becomes a single vertex, 
while R* stays the same. We denote C to be the set of vertices resulted from 
vertices of R+ in the contraction. In this way, any c e C corresponds to a 
connected component of in T. 
Lemma 9 The number of frontier vertices is bounded by |C| -f 2k. 
Proof. Note that the contraction only eliminates edges e in T with both ends 
in while edges adjacent to R* are left intact. Thus, there is a one-on-one 
correspondence between the frontier vertices and the edges in cut [C, R*] of 
f[CU R*]. The number of edges in the cut is bounded by \C\ + — 1, and 
R*\ < 2k, thus the lemma follows. • 
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To bound \C\ we partition it into four part. Let d*[u) for u G C be the 
number of vertices in R* that u is adjacent to, and 问 be the number of 
vertices of the connected component u corresponds to in T. Partition C into 
the following four sets: 
• (7(5) = {u : d*{u) = 1 and \u\ = 1}. Call these vertices singletons, 
• C(i) = {u : d*{u) = 1 and |n| > 2}，and 
• C(2) = { u : > 2 } 
First observe that C(o) has no contribution to the edges in cut [C, R* 
of f[C U R*], so we ignore them in the counting. For 片工）and 及 l e t 
c(2) = I(7(2) I and C(i) = |C(i)|. We have the following bound. 
Lemma 10 (i) c(2) < 2k (ii) If \Q\ < 2k, then c(i) < 2k. 
Proof. For (i), consider the induced subgraph f[R* U over T. There 
are \R*\ + c(2) < 2k c(2) vertices in this subgraph, so the number of edges 
is at most 2k + c(2) — 1. On the other hand, every u G C(2) is of degree at 
least 2，so the number of edges in f[R* U i?(2)] is at least 2c(2). By noting 
that 2C(2) < 2/C + C(2), we have c(2) < 2k. 
For (ii), note that every u G C(i) has at most one frontier vertex and at 
least one non-frontier vertex. This immediate establishes the conclusion. • 
We add all the vertices in C(2) and C(i) to the set K. Now that Lemma 10 
bounds |C(2)| and |C(i)|, the only thing left is C�s), the singletons. In the 
worst case, however, the number of singletons can grow to as each 
vertex in R* can have at most k singletons as neighbour. We meet difficulty 
here: although the singletons look structurally simple and easy to prune, their 
selection is inevitable influenced by their neighbours in R*, whose selection 
is totally unknown to the kernelization algorithm. Thus the kernelization 
algorithm has to include all singletons as it does not know which are more 
useful than others. It is also tempting to ask if there are any "gadgets" that 
can represent multiple singletons by fewer vertices, but the construction of 
such gadgets is restricted by the constrain in tree structure. 
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Linear Kernel by Annotation 
To include the singletons without remembering them individually, we use the 
kernel annotation technique (see Section 1.2.2) to remember them in batch: 
we associate an integer recording the number of singletons with every v ^ R*. 
More specifically, given an instance (T, k) of /c-MVC, and the set K we have 
constructed so far, the annotated kernel is a 3-tuple (F, w, A) where 
1. F is the forest induced by K on T, 
2. w : K N is a. mapping such that w{v) equals to the degree of in T 
minus its degree in F, and ‘ 
3. A : K N maps each vertex to the number of singletons it is adjacent 
to. 
The size of this annotation kernel is 0{k log k), where the log k factor comes 
from the coding length of integers. For the purpose of problem solving, as we 
will see subsequently, this kernel can reduce the search space of the problem 
solver to 0(k). 
We take the polynomial algorithm given by Leung in [Leu] and show how 
we can adapt our kernel K to this algorithm. Leung's algorithm is dynamic-
programming based. It orders for every vertex v its children into a sequence 
vi,v2, ‘ • • , Vc{v) where c{v) is the total number of children, and denotes by 
Ti the union of the subtrees of T rooted at ”i,V2,…,Vi. Then it computes 
bottom-up for each vertex v and every combination of 0 < i < c(v) and 
0 < j < k the following two values: 
1. a(TiJ): the maximum number of edges that can be covered by j 
vertices from ZJ that include vertex v, and 
2. P(Tj;,j): the maximum number of edges that can be covered by j 
vertices from ZJ that exclude vertex v 
The computation follows a recurrence given in Lemma 3.1.4 in the origi-
nal context. At the end of the recurrence, the solver finds a(T?(r)，/c) and 
PiTfr� ,k), and the maximum of the two is the maximum number of edges 
that can be covered by a /c-vertex cover in T. 
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To adapt this algorithm to an annotated kernel (F, w^ A), first note that 
the algorithm also works with the weighted map w, as whenever a vertex 
V is included into the vertex cover, we just also add its weight w{v) to the 
number of covered edges. 
If vertex v has annotation A[v) — 0 then it is totally the same, otherwise 
we order v's children so that Vi，t»2,…,VA{V) are singletons, and for i = 
0,1，... ,A{v) and j = 0 , 1 , • • • let 
' 0 ’ j = 0 




5 * 7, j < i 
I - 0 0 , otherwise 
Finally, to make the algorithm work with forest F, order the components 
of F into a sequence TQ,T\,T2,...工 and let the number of edges covered 
by the maximum j vertex cover on be 7(Ti’ j ) . Denote by F^ the union 
of TI,T2, . . . for 1 < i < c, where c is the number of components in F. 
Like a(-) and /?(•), we define i { F \ j ) to be the maximum number of edges 
that can be covered by j vertices from F\ and compute following the 
relation below: 
- 0 + 0 } ， 
In this way we adapt the algorithm with the annotated kernel, resulting 
in an algorithm of running time + n), even if there are as many as k"^ 
singletons. 
The size of the kernel, not counting the annotation, is at most 6k. To 
compute the kernel, we use a breadth-first-search over R to partition the 
vertices into iT, Q and frontier vertices, and put R* and Q into the kernel. 
If |Q| > 2k then we are finished, otherwise we include all frontier vertices, 
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except that for singletons we encode it into the tree. This can be completed 
in linear time. 
Theorem 11 A linear time computable kernel of linear size exists for k-
MVC. 
3.2 fc-MVC on Degree Bounded Graphs 
In this section we consider the /C-MVC problem when the input is restricted 
to graphs with its vertex degrees bounded by some constant d. The NP-
completeness of this problem is implied by that of VERTEX COVER on cubic 
graphs [GJS74]. For the parameterized version when k is set to be the param-
eter, it is easy to derive an + ( 紀 + 叫 n l o g r i ) time algorithm 
by using the random separation method [CCC06], also by an iterative expan-
sion method by [Leu] which results in similar running time. Here we show 
that a kernel of size kd~\~ k exists for the problem, computable in 0(n) time, 
which gives us a 知牡知）+ n) algorithm. 
Theorem 12 Let t*i，t*2’ • • • ,Vn be the vertices of the input graph G ordered 
by their degrees in non-increasing order. Then the following set is a problem 
kernel: 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7. We still let S be an optimal 
solution, and show that whenever S — K — 0’ we can replace some vertex 
Va e S with a Vr E K to get a solution S' that covers more edges than S 
does. 
Consider the cut [5, K — S]. It is easy to see that there are at most kd 
edges in this cut, as there are only k vertices in S and each of them are of 
degree at most d. On the other hand, \K — S\ > kd-\-l, and by the pigeonhole 
principle, there exists at least one vertex Vr £ K — S which is not adjacent to 
any edges in [5, K — S]. By replacing Vg ^ S with Vr we are losing nothing, 
as deg(fr) > deg{vs) by our construction. Hence we prove the lemma. • 
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3.3 fc-MVC on Degeneracy Bounded Graphs 
A graph is of degeneracy d iff for any induced subgraph H oi G there is at 
least one vertex of degree at most d in H. On the family of graphs with 
degeneracy bounded by a fixed number d, k-MVC is NP-complete, but is 
F P T by using the color coding [AYZ95] combined with random separation 
(personal communication with Darek Chun Kong Yung). It is thus interesting 
to see if there is a polynomial kernel for this case. We indeed obtain a 
reduction rule similar to Lemma 7, given in Lemma 11, but merely this is 
not enough to redact the problem size to a function of the parameter k. We 
describe our result here hoping to benefit further studies. 
As usual, given a graph G of degeneracy bounded by d, we first sort the 
vertices according to their degree in non-increasing order, let it be Vi,V2, ‘ • • , Vn, 
then let 5 = deg{vdk+k), and define 
R= {v : deg(v) > 6 - d} 
Lemma 11 There exists a maximum k-vertex cover of G within the set R. 
Proof. We still let S be an optimal solution with S - R^ ^ and try to find 
some Vr ^ R — S to replace Vg G S — R so that the resulting solution is no 
worse than S. 
We let R* = {v : deg(u) > S}. We show the existence of Vr in R* instead 
of R. As usual, let m = U S\ and consider the cut [5, R* - S]. Note 
that the induced subgraph G[R* U S] is oJ-degenerate, so there are at most 
md edges in the cut [5, R* — 5]. Also note that the side R* — S contains at 
least m — k-\-l>dk + l vertices, therefore by the pigeonhole principle, there 
exists some vertex VR ^ R* - S which is adjacent to at most 
md , dk , 
L 1 r j =d+ [ -J < d 
m - k 1 m —/c + 1 
edges in the cut. Hence, by adding iv，the set S covers at least deg('u^)— 
d > 5 — d edges additionally, while by removing Vs, S is losing at most 
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deg(t;s) < S — d edges. Thus by replacing Vg with Vr the solution is getting 
no worse, which establishes the lemma. • 
We note that the main obstacle here is the "boundary layer", namely 
R'^ = {v : S — d < deg(f) < 5}. To bound the size of we would need 
more sophisticated tool for pruning vertices of degree within a small interval. 
3.4 Extension to Maximum k Dominating Set 
It is natural to try to extend our technique to the domination counter-
parts, where we count the number of vertices adjacent to the solution in-
stead of edges as objective. In this section, we consider the MAXIMUM k-
DOMINATING SET (/C-MDS) problem on trees, formulated as follows: 
MAXIMUM k DOMINATING SET ( /C-MDS) 
Instance A tree T and integer k and t 
Question Does there exists a set of k vertices in T that domi-
nates t vertices? 
As for k-MVC, [Hsu82] has given a dynamic-programming based 0{k'^n) 
algorithm for /c-MDS. Compared to the algorithm for k-MVC given by Leung 
in [Leu], this algorithm is more complicated and involves more case studies, 
but shares the same idea. Despite of the analog in polynomial solver however, 
our quest for kernelization algorithm for k-MYC on trees is not as successful, 
like in Section 3.3. In this section we present our pruning rule in case if it 
can help further investigation. 
As we have done before, given a tree T, we sort the vertices according 
to their degrees in descending order in time 0(n) using count sort. Denote 
this order by Vi,V2,... ,fn, and let 6 be the degree of the 2/c-th vertex, i.e., 
S = deg(i»2FC). Define the set R to be 
R = { v : deg(t;) >6-1} 
Lemma 12 There exists a maximum k-dominating set of T contained in 
the set R. 
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Proof. Still, we prove that if an optimal solution S is not contained in R, 
say, 3vs E S\R, then we can find some Vr E R\S such that by replacing Vs 
in S by tv we are getting a solution at least as good. If this is done then R 
is a problem kernel. 
The idea is to find a vertex Vr ^ R* = {v \ deg(f) > J} that is adjacent 
to at most one vertex in N[S). Add such a Vr to S gains the number of 
dominated vertices by deg(iv) — 1 > — 1, while by deleting Vg from S at 
most deg{vs) + 1 < — 1 vertices are lost. This gives what we want. 
For a set U of vertices we let N'^{U) be its outer neighbour, i.e., 7V+(f / )= 
N{U) - U. Define A = N{S) n N{R*), and denote its size by a. 
We show the existence of Vr by considering the cut [R* - 5 U of the 
induced subgraph T[R* U 5 U A]. This subgraph is a forest of m + a vertices, 
hence of at most m + a — 1 edges. Note that there is at least a of them in 
the cut [S, A], as every vertex in A needs at least one edge to be attached to 
S, So there are at most m-l edges in the cut [R* - 5 U . As we have 
771—1 , k - 1 
I rj = 1 + L r < 1 
m—k m—k 
It then follows from the pigeon hole principle that there exists some vertex 
in R* - S that is incident to at most 1_^5^�edges in cut [R* - 5 , 5 U A . 
Hence the lemma follows. • 
For further pruning, the layoffs once again should go to the vertices in 
the "boundary layers", i.e., vertices of degree between 6 and 6-1. In Section 
4.2 we try to give some ideas for tackling this problem. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Conclusion 
In this thesis we have presented our investigation on the complexity and al-
gorithmic issues on two problems on trees: the FIREFIGHTER problem and 
the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER problem. In the FIREFIGHTER problem, 
we analysed its fixed-parameter tractability with regard to three parameters, 
and then devised an (1 - 1/e) approximation algorithm that beats the best 
known 0.5-approximation algorithm by Hartnell and Li [HLOO]. In the MAX-
IMUM A:-VERTEX COVER problem, we obtained a problem kernel of size 0{k) 
for trees, which can be combined with the best known polynomial algorithm 
to improve its efficiency. We then extended the idea to graphs of bounded 
degree to give a linear kernel to the problem. Finally, we adapted our tech-
nique to MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER on graphs with bounded degeneracy 
and the MAXIMUM DOMINATING SET problem on trees, to obtain some useful 
pruning rules, although not enough to obtain small kernels. 
In the rest of this chapter we give some remarks and discuss future direc-
tions for these two problems. 
4.1 The Firefighter problem 
Kernel for Maximum /c-Vertex Protection 
In Section 2.2.3 we have shown that MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION 
does not admit polynomial kernel under a widely believed computational 
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theoretic assumptions. This is answering only the negative side of the ques-
tion. On the positive side, we can still try to find kernels of size as small as 
possible. Here we propose some reduction rules that may be useful for this 
purpose. 
The first observation is that if a vertex v has more than k children, then 
not all of them are useful to the solution as there are at most k vertices going 
to be protected. This gives the first rule: 
Rule 1 
If any vertex v has more than k children, then those children other than the 
k with largest weights can be excluded from the kernel.. 
This rule immediately implies that at most k vertices can be included 
oil the first level. On the second level, we note that, as there are at most k 
vertices being the descendants of the protected vertex on level 1 (by Rule 1), 
and at most k — 1 vertices being ancestors of protected vertices below level 
2，the solution is forbidden from choosing at most 2/c - 1 of the vertices and 
thus has no reason to look at vertices other than the 2k with largest weights. 
This bounds the number of vertices on the second level by 2k. 
Rule 2 
After applying Rule 1, if there are more than 2k vertices on the second level 
of the tree, then exclude those other than the 2k with largest weights. 
Unfortunately, we fail to proceed to get a bound on the third level. We 
conjecture that a kernel of size (知？）can be constructed. 
Question Does there exist a kernel for MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX PROTECTION 
of size 约？ 
Better Approximation Ratio 
We have obtained a (1 — 1/e)-approximation algorithm for the FIREFIGHTER 
problem on trees, and we now discuss two possible ways to achieve better 
approximation ratio here. 
1. LP-perturbation 
Careful examination of the example T3/4 given in Figure 2.5 in Section 2.3.2, 
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shows that there are many (in fact an infinite number of) optimal fractional 
solutions, and that for most of them, applying Alspach's randomized round-
ing would give a very good approximation ratio. However, the LP solving 
algorithm is only guaranteed to return some fractional solution, and thus we 
have to analyze the worst one. To avoid having many fractional solutions, 
one can, before solving the LP, slightly perturb the equations of the LP in a 
random way to guarantee that only one solution survives, which will give a 
typical rather than worst-case solution. 
Question Does perturbing the LP before solving it, and then using Alspach's 
rounding, give an approximation ratio better than 1 — 1/e? 
If indeed this method gives a better approximation, then it will be a first 
step to affirmatively answer the following question: 
Question Is it true that for any tree T there is at least one solution {x^} to 
the LP such that applying Alspach's rounding to it gives an approximation 
ratio better than 1 - 1/e? 
2. Analysis of the Derandomization 
In Section 2.3.1 the approximation algorithm is derandomized by the method 
of conditional expectations, which guarantees to give a solution at least as 
good as the expected performance. However, it is unknown if the worst 
case performance of the derandomized algorithm is strictly better than the 
expected performance of the randomized one, or there exists some case in 
which the two meet. Failing to find an example for the latter case, we turn 
to prove for the derandomized algorithm a better lower bound on its perfor-
mance, and we succeed for the case when there are at most 2 vertices on the 
first level. 
Theorem 13 Given a tree T whose root has at most 2 children, the de-
randomization of the approximation algorithm in Section 2.3.1 achieves an 
approximation ratio of 3/4. 
We are thus curious to know if this theorem can be generalized to trees 
with more vertices on its first level. 
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Question Does the derandomization of the (1 — 1 /e)-approximation algo-
rithm actually approximates better than 1 — 1/e? 
More About LP-Respecting Rounding 
For many problems, the commonly-used LP is known to have integrality gap 
equal to the approximation ratio of the LP-based approximation algorithm, 
and thus the challenge is to design a better LP (or to use other types of ap-
proximation technique). However, for many other problems, the LP is known 
or believed to have small integrality gap, but the approximation ratio does 
not achieve the integrality gap, presumably because the rounding technique 
is not good enough. FIREFIGHTER on trees seems to belong to this second 
class of problems. The concept of LP-respecting rounding techniques might 
be natural to use for this kind of problems, in order to show that a class of 
rounding methods will not give better results than those known. We are thus 
curious about the following guess: 
Question Are there other problem in the latter class where no good rounding 
technique is known, and where it is possible to prove that no LP-respecting 
rounding technique achieves the integrality gap of the LP? 
Also note that there is one important caveat of the result given in Theo-
rem 10’ that is, the argument holds only for LP-respecting integer solutions 
to the LP, rather than any LP-respecting strategies to the FIREFIGHTER in-
stance. We have crucially used the fact that any integer solution to the LP 
must protect at most one vertex in each level. This is not a requirement of 
the original FIREFIGHTER problem. Indeed, if we allow any LP-respecting 
strategies to the instance, then we could save 5 + 4.W vertices in the ex-
ample in Figure 2.5, thus getting very close to the optimum. This point is 
somewhat subtle: it means that a rounding scheme that returns a strategy 
which is LP-respecting but not necessarily a solution of the LP, might get an 
approximation factor better than 1 - 1/e. 
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4.2 The Maximum fc-Vertex Cover problem 
The Boundary Layer 
The first thing we are looking forwards to is some new ideas to prune the 
"boundary layers", which consists of vertices of the same or similar degrees. If 
the size of the boundary layer can be reduced to a function of k, then kernels 
can be obtained for MVC on degeneracy bounded graphs and MDS on trees. 
An interesting perspective to attack this problem is to view the boundary 
layer as a family of graphs, denoted by G[p], in which the degree of the vertices 
has at most p different values. The integer p might be used as a parameter 
and the FPT tractability of the problem would be of separate interest. This 
new perspective might give us some useful ideas for the difficulties we are 
facing. 
Question Does there exist any polynomial kernel for /c-MVC on degeneracy 
bounded graphs? 
Kernelization vs Approximation 
A second interesting question to consider is that, if we cannot exactly solve 
A;-MVC on trees in linear time, what can be done if approximated results are 
allowed? There have been even more research concerning on the approxima-
bility of MVC in the literature [BB98, Mes05, HS02, GKS04, BY99], among 
which there exists a fixed-parameter time approximMion scheme (FP-TAS) 
given by Marx [Mar08]. One thing we would like to mention is that, tak-
ing the k vertices {vi,v2，…，叫} with largest degree is a 2-approximated 
solution to MVC on trees, which can be constructed in time 0{n). 
Theorem 14 Let Q = {t'i,f2, • • • , Vk] be the k vertices of the largest degree 
in a tree T. Then Q is a 2-approximate solution to k-MVC. 
Proof. The optimal solution S covers at most Ya=i deg(i;i) edges. Since the 
induced subgraph T[Q] contains at most k — 1 edges, which is the maximum 
number of edges that is counted twice, while the number of edges S covers 
is at least /c — 1, we therefore have that Q is a 2-approximate solution. • 
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To end this thesis, we will leave the read the following question. 
Question What approximation ratio of the MAXIMUM /C-VERTEX COVER 
problem on trees can a linear algorithm achieve? 
• End of chapter. 
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